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Position - Project Manager of Lunar
Prospector Program
Education
• MBA, San Jose State University,
1967
• MS Electrical Engineering, San Jose
State University, 1964
• BEE, City College of New York, 1961
Other Experience
• Earth Observing System, Deputy Program Director, 1994-95
• Relativity Mission, Deputy Program Manager, 1994
• Hubble Space Telescope, First Servicing Mission Program
Manager, 1990-94.
• Hubble Space Telescope, Assistant Program Manager
responsible for subcontracts, government furnished equipment,
manufacturing and program controls, 1977-1989.
• Subcontract Program Manager for attitude control hardware for
large Lockheed proprietary spacecraft study, 1969-1976.
• Systems integration, subsystem engineering, hardware
engineering, 1961-1968.
Honors
NASA Distinguished Public Service Medal for outstanding
management and technical leadership on the first Hubble Space
Telescope Servicing Mission, 1994
NASA Public Service Medal for exceptional technical and
management contributions to the Hubble Space Telescope,1991
Robert W. Goldin
Position - Space Technology Project Engineer for Lunar Prospector
Education
• MSCE, California Institute of Technology
• BSCE, University of Pennsylvania
Other Experience
• Consulting Engineer on LMSC Advance Program Studies, including
SOFIA, MGS, SIRTF, LRM, and EOS, 1990-1994
• Space Technology Project Engineer on two major programs: the
NASA/JPL Seasat Program, from 1976 through 1979, and the Hubble
Space Telescope, from 1980 through 1990. Responsibilities on both
programs were to coordinate an d direct the spacecraft design and
analysis tasks carded out by the primary space technology disciplines
including structural dynamics, vibro-acoustics, loads analysis, stress
analysis, mass properties and thermal analyses.
• Manager and Consulting Engineer for advance system studies on the
Polaris/Poseidon weapon system, the Agena upper stage/spacecraft,
and the Space Shuttle. On the Space Shuttle was responsible for
studies related to the thermal protection system and the recoverable
solid rocket booster stage, the results from which are incorporated on
the operational shuttle vehicle.
• Employed at Bell Aerosystems Company from 1950 through 1960,
advancing from assignments as Structural Loads Group Engineer
through Assistant Chief Engineer. During that time was a responsible
member of the design/analysis teams on the X-IA, X-2, X-5, and X-14
research aircraft.
RALP P. FULLERTON
Position - SRM & QA Representative, NASA & Federal Systems, Lockheed Martin
Experience:
1994 to present, Lockheed Martin Missiles & Space; NASA and Federal Systems SRM&QA
Directed SFIM&QA activities for the ISS FGB Program developing and implementing a Quality Plan,
establishing customer and International subcontractor interfaces
Monitored the SRM&QA activities on the Hubble FSS, ISS PG-1, ISS PG-2, ISS PG-3 and Gravity Probe B
contracts.
1992 to 1994, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company; PAPMR, ISS PG-2
Responsible for all Product Assurance activity on the Solar Array including delivery of MIR Modules to RSC
Energia
Successful completion of CDR and the firstsubcontractor visitsto Russian suppliers.
Implemented the quality program that successfully delivered the Mir solar array modules to RSC ENERGIA PG-
04.
1989 to 1992, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company; Manager, Electronics Inspection
Managed activities of 60 employees providing Quality Engineering and Inspection for electronics hardware
manufactured by SSD.
1985 to 1989, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company; Group Engineer, Quality Engineering
Directed activities of 30 engineers providing Quality Engineering and Material Review services in both
electronics and structures manufacturing.
1982 to 1985, Lockheed Austin Division; Group Engineer, Quality Engineering and
Inspection
Established Quality organization at LockheedOs new Division in Austin, developing operating procedures,
staffing the organization, and directing the activities of the quality organization.
1975 to 1985, Lockheed MIImllel & Space Co.; PAPMR, Various Programs
Directed hardware and software activities on SPARCS, PR 212, Navy Tactical Data Systems, and Centaur
Shroud Programs including establishing software procedures and hardware systems to accommodate the
various customer requirements.
Honors
Pursuit of Excellence, Team of the Month, Developed and Implemented a new concept for inspections role in the
total life cycle of SSD Products. PIP Award, Instrumental in the successful completion of the ISS Safety Reliability
and Quality Assurance Audit. Numerous Commendations for superior performance.
Kim A. Foster
Position: Assembly, Integration, & Test Manager of Lunar Prospector Program
Education:
• MS Engineering Management, University of Santa Clara, 1990
* BS Electrical Engineering, Oregon State University, 1980
Other Experience:
• IRIDIUM® Commercial Program, Assembly, Integration & Test Staff Engineer,
1994-95
• NASA Programs New Business, Science Instrument Accommodation and
Integration & Test Staff Engineer, 1993-94
• IRIDIUM® Commercial Program, Systems Engineering Staff Engineer,
1991-93
• Hubble Space Telescope, Assembly, & Verification Group Engineer, 1987-91
• MILSTAR USAF Program, Payload Systems Test Group Engineer, 1986-87
• Hubble Space Telescope, Science Instruments Assembly & Verification
Group Lead, 1980-86
• Stevenson Engineering & Manufacturing Co, Control Systems Responsible
Engineer, 1979-80
Honors:
• Productivity Improvement Program Superior performance award and NASA &
Federal Systems Team of the Month, MUADEE & LP Proposals work, 1994
• Productivity Improvement Program awards, NASA Proposals, 1993, 1994,
and 1995
• Selected for the following Lockheed leadership and training programs and
completed associated courses and assignments: Systems Engineering
Training (SET) Program, Lockheed Exceptional Achiever Development
(LEAD) Program, Lockheed Supervisory Institute (LSI), and Supervisory
Training & Educational Program (STEP), 1988-92
• IRIDIUM® Commercial Program Special Award, Systems Engineering, 1991
• Hubble Space Telescope Performance Award, Launch & Mission Operations
Support Team, 1990
Thomas Chinn
Position - Lead Designer of Lunar Prospector Program
Education
• MS Civil Engineering, University of Washington, 1961
• BS Civil Engineering, Seattle University, 1958
Other Experience
• SSD Center of Excellence, Composite Design Engineer, 1995.
• Earth Observing System, Composite engineer responsible for the
design and manufacturing of a composite optical bench for
development and testing, 1992-95.
• Manufacturing Project leader responsible for the development of a
one-piece co-cured modular composite stucture for spacecraft
application, 1988-92.
• Manufacturing Engineer, Assist in the research and development of
composite components for engineering application, 1985-1988
• MSD System Engineering, Responsible for composite hardwares on
the C4 Fleet Ballistic Missiles, 1980-88.
• MSD Stress Analyst, Perform stress analysis on the FBM program,
1966-1980.
Honors
LMSC Productivity Program President's Award, for Outstanding
Achievement in Productivity Innovation Benefitting LMSC, 1991.
Winner of 4th quarter Pursuit of Excellence Award, 1990.
James R. Schirle
Position - Lead Thermal Engineer for Lunar Prospector
Education
• MSME, Santa Clara University, 1985
• BSME, San Jose State University, 1979
Other Experience
Group Engineer, Satellite Engineering - Responsible for spacecraft
thermal design integration, analysis, and testing for the Iridium® Bus
Program. Additional responsibilities include supervision and technical
support for LMMS's Commercial Remote Sensing Program and
Spacecraft Center of Excellence. 1992-1995.
Group Engineer, Spacecraft Thermodynamics - Responsible for
thermal design, analysis, and test support for a spin stabilized
spacecraft. 1988-1992.
• Research Specialist, Spacecraft Thermodynamics - Supported new
business and proposal activities. 1987-1988.
Thermodynamics Engineer, Lead thermal engineer on P397 program -
Provided thermal design and analysis support from concept definition
through CDR. 1983-1987
• Thermal Engineer- Provided thermal design, analysis, and test
support for numerous LEO and GEO spacecraft. 1979-1987.
William (Woody) Woodcock
Position - Electrical Power Lead Engineer
Education
• B. S. Physics, Ohio University
• M. S. Physics, Ohio University
Other Experience
More than twenty years' experience in the design, development and
analysis of various EPA components, including solar cells, panels,
and deployable wings, harnesses, cable-wraps, slip rings, power
electronics, stepper and DC torque motors and gearing systems,
encoders, drive electronics and sun sensors.
• Fifteen years' technical responsibility with subcontracts for high-value
EPS hardware components.
• Five years' experience as EPS Lead Engineer supporting electronics
hardware fab, assembly, installation, and check-out and performing
EPS subsystem performance analysis in support of spacecraft-level
test and post-delivery operations.
Honors
• Co-author of two published papers on Solar Array Technology.
Gerald A. (Gerry) Grismore
Position - Avlonlcs Subsystem Lead Englneer
Education
• MS Engineering, University of Santa Clara, 1971
• BS Electrical Engineering, U.C. Berkeley, 1961
Other Experience
30 + Years - Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
• 1992-1994 Command and Data Handling Engineer (EOS Phase B
Study Program
• 1988-1992 Command and Control Systems Engineer (Multiple
Classified Programs)
• 1981-1988 Systems Requirements Engineer (Image Data
Exploitation Systems)
• 1976-1981 Hardware/Software Integration Lead (Major Classified
Program)
• 1971-1976 Hardware/Software Test Engineer (Ascent Agena
Program)
• 1966-1971 Attitude Control System Engineer (Agena Satellite
Programs)
• 1963-1966 System Test and Launch System Engineer (Agena
Satellite Programs)
Ronald W. King
Position - Propulsion Engineer for Lunar Prospector
Education
• M.S. Aeronatuics & Astronautics, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
• B.S. Engineering Science, Pennsylvania State University
Other Experience
• Twenty-eight years of experience in analysis, design, development, and
testing of propulsion systems and components.
• Staff engineer responsible for development of advanced technology for
spacecraft propulsion systems.
• Program lead for design and low gravity demonstration of a cryogenic
propellant tanks.
• Lead on analysis effort tp radesogm Eirpstar propellant management
device component that failed during qualification testing.
• Developed thrust measurement stand for characterization testing of
MILSTAR 5 Ib thrusters.
• Program lead for development of thrusters to utilize helium boil off from
space based cryostats.
• Lead for design of ACRV propulsion subsystem.
Honors
Member of AIAA Liquid Propulsion Technical Committee




Purdue University; West Lafayette, Indiana
Bachelor of Science in Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering, May 1990
Other ExDerience
Launch System Integration
Created a data base system to track requirements and the associated evidence of completion
Analyzed the evidence of completion for each requirement and briefed current status to customer
Developed an Interface Requirements Document for the Earth Observing System
Participated in software design reviews and system operation tests
Interfaced with customers and suppliers to resolve integration action items
Tracked and verified Launch System performance
Lead interplanetary trajectory design team
Presented the team's trajectory design to the customer
Lead work on an ID project to develop new interplanetary trajectory analysis software
Developed the application CENTAUR PREDICT for the Macintosh
Coordinated with General Dynamics the development of an algorithm to approximate the Centaur
coast guidance calculation of the Centaur third bum time and duration
Created an algorithm that calculates spacecraft attitude at separation from telemetry data
Developed a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
HONORS
Superior Performance Award
Productivity Improvement Program Express Awards
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Thomas L. (Tim) Bridges
Position - LMMS Responsible Engineer for Lunar Prospector Ground System
Education
• BSEE, BS Math, 22 credits Post-grad toward MSEE
Other Experience
• 16 years at NASA ARC on Pioneer Project
Responsible for Mission Operations and Ground Data Systems
• ASFOD on Pioneers 6, 7, & 8 and SFOD on 9 & E (bad 2nd stage)
• Ground Data System Manager for Pioneers 10, 11, 12, & 13 (Jupiter &
Venus), and for the ARC portion of IRAS.
• Over 10 years at LMSC: Responsible for computers and data
systems on HST and classified programs.
Honors
NASA Exceptional Service Medal for outstanding leadership and
contributions to the planning, designing, development, and testing of
the Ground Data System used successfully in the tracking, data
acquisition, and command for the Pioneer Venus Multiprobe and
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July 06, 1995
LUNAR PROSPECTOR INTEGRATION AND TEST PLAN
1.0 Purpose
The purpose of this plan is to delineate the integration and test planning
activities required to support Phase C/D of the Lunar Prospector (LP)
Spacecraft Integration and Test Program. This plan is submitted in in support
of the LP Phase B Assembly, Integration, Test, and Checkout detailed plan
development.
2.0 Scope
This plan defines the LP component and spacecraft qualification and
acceptance test programs as well, as the spacecraft structural test qualification
program. This plan also addresses end-to-end compatibility tests using the LP
operational system. All communication to the spacecraft in the end to end tests
will go through the LP Operations Control Center, which controls the in-flight
LP spacecraft and receives its telemetry. This document also discusses
planning for subsystem and flight system hardware/software test beds,
mechanical and electrical special test equipment (MSTE and ESTE), and launch
site support activities.
3.0 LP Test Program
3.1 Test Program Approach
The Integration and Test approach used throughout this document is based on
requirements of the Lunar Prospector Mission, NASA Discovery-Class Mission
Guidelines, and Lockheed Martin Space Systems Division baseline test program
guidelines. The LP test program/approach is summarized by the following:
Component Test
Program
Test program based upon NASA/LMSC requirements/
guidelines. Objective is to provide qualified/tested hard-











Provides additional confidence that bus subsystems/
equipment modules (EM's) are ready to support
integrated spacecraft tests.
Test bed for Command and Data Handling breadboard
hardware and interface checks to instruments. Used for
flight and test software development, ground control and
orbit maneuver testing. Availiable to check out LP
procedures prior to use on the spacecraft.
Spacecraft used for all-up systems level flight hardware
and on-board software qualification and environmental
response model validations. Protoflight qualification
environmental test levels and duration's are specified.
LMMS Proprietary Data
1 -





Balance of the spacecraft in the LP test program undergo
complete functional and limited performance
verifications. Selected environmental testing is imposed
at acceptance test levels. Environmental testing is




LP Operations Center compatibility, Mission Simulation,
and Ground Segment End to End tests are part of the test
program to assure Ground Segment readiness to support
LP spacecraft. Tests are part of both the Protoflight and
Acceptance Test Programs.
3.2 Test Program Summary
Table 3.2-1 is a overview of the LP test program from component to spacecraft.
It summaries the various tests planned for the (1) spacecraft bus component
test program, (2) spacecraft bus subsystem test program, (3) spacecraft
protoflight test program, and (4) spacecraft acceptance test program. Table
3.2-2 summarizes the plan for satisfying the spacecraft/ground segment end to
end tests.
3.3 Spacecraft Terminology
The LP spacecraft consists of a spacecraft bus with scientific instruments on
three booms. The "spacecraft bus" consists of a bus structure, Mechanisms,
Electrical Power subsystem, Communications, Command and Data Handling,
Propulsion, Thermal Control Subsystem, and Science Instruments booms.
Figures 3.3-1 is a illustration of the LP spacecraft. Figure 3.3-2 is a functional
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This EM presents the Electrical Special Test Equipment (ESTE) requirements and design concepts for
Lunar Prospector Spacecraft factory/launch site testing and support. All designs are based on LP defined
and derived requirements. The test system is designed to support remote spacecraft testing (factory and
launch site) and interface with scientific instrument STE (TBD). The ESTE design philosophy is to
maximize the use of existing/similar designs and to use commercially available items where possible to
reduce cost and risk.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The basic core Electrical Special Test Equipment (ESTE) will be an OASIS automated test system with a
centrally located Test Control Center (TCC) where tests are controlled and engineering status data is
evaluated in real time. Spacecraft support equipment, which interface directly with the LP spacecraft, are
relocatable and move with the spacecraft as the test location changes. The LP Test System Concept
block diagram is provided in figure 1.0-1. Science data will be evaluated either in near real time (quick look -
tbd) or post test (off line). The test system will be the workstation based OASIS system developed by the
University of Colorado and will maximize the use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and employ
industry standard interfaces throughout. The test system will be based on the OASIS provided Colorado
System Test and Operation Language (CSTOL) software.
The proposed automated test system is divided into three major groups of equipment: (1) Test Control
Center, (2) Spacecraft Support Consoles, and (3) Ancillary Test Equipment.
2.0 TEST CONTROL CENTER
2.1 Requirement
A test system shall be provided to validate the LP spacecraft during factory and launch site testing.
The spacecraft integration and test special test equipment (STE) shall support the exchange of command
and telemetry data with the LP spacecraft.
The test system shall support end-to-end testing through the Lunar Prospector Operations and Control
Center.
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.
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